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The Butter Battle Book: Read & Listen Edition Oct 11 2020 The Butter Battle Book, Dr. Seuss's classic
cautionary tale, introduces readers to the important lesson of respecting differences. The Yooks and
Zooks share a love of buttered bread, but animosity brews between the two groups because they
prefer to enjoy the tasty treat differently. The timeless and topical rhyming text is an ideal way to
teach young children about the issues of tolerance and respect. Whether in the home or in the
classroom, The Butter Battle Book is a must-have for readers of all ages. This Read & Listen edition
contains audio narration.
Dr. Seuss's Book of Animals Dec 25 2021 An easy reader about animals̶real and imaginary̶with
illustrations by Dr. Seuss! Featuring a mix of real animals and Seussian creatures, this super-simple
rhymed riff about animals is both a concept book AND a funny introduction to the world of Dr. Seuss.
Illustrated with art from beloved Dr. Seuss books̶including One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish,Mr.
Brown Can Moo! Can You?, and Dr. Seuss's ABC̶it teaches beginning readers to identify animals in
the world around them and ones only found in classic books by Dr. Seuss! Nurture a love of
reading̶and of Seussian creatures̶with this great new concept book for beginning readers!
Dr. Seuss's Classic Collection Feb 12 2021 The four Dr. Seuss picture books in this giftable boxed set
celebrate individuality, environmentalism, kindness, and acceptance--and are among the most beloved
children's books ever written! (Plus the new matte finish on the book covers makes them giftier than
ever!) An ideal choice for holidays, birthdays, and happy occasions of all kinds, the four titles in this
super-sturdy, reinforced slip-case are essential additions for any young person's library. The books in
this set include: Happy Birthday to You! Celebrate your unique self with Dr. Seuss and the Great
Birthday Bird in the ultimate birthday book! The Lorax Celebrate Earth Day with Dr. Seuss and the
Lorax in this classic picture book about sustainability and protecting the environment! Horton Hears a
Who! Choose kindness with Horton the elephant and the Whos of Who-ville in this Dr. Seuss classic
picture book about caring for others! The Sneetches and Other Stories Embrace diversity with Dr.
Seuss and the Sneetches in this collection of stories about acceptance! Introduce these classics to a
young child, or give the box to a whole family. They'll be cherished by young and old alike!
All Aboard Thidwick! Aug 21 2021 Thidwick the moose offers a ride on his antlers as he shows
smaller creatures the wonders of his world
The Cat in the Hat Jul 28 2019 Have a ball with Dr. Seuss and the Cat in the Hat in this classic
picture book...but don't forget to clean up your mess! A dreary day turns into a wild romp when this

beloved story introduces readers to the Cat in the Hat and his troublemaking friends, Thing 1 and
Thing 2. A favorite among kids, parents and teachers, this story uses simple words and basic ryhme to
encourage and delight beginning readers. Then he said "That is that." And then he was gone With a tip
of his hat. Originally created by Dr. Seuss himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read.
These unjacketed hardcover early readers encourage children to read all on their own, using simple
words and illustrations. Smaller than the classic large format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and
Oh, The Places You ll Go!, these portable packages are perfect for practicing readers ages 3-7, and
lucky parents too!
Peter Rabbit: Christmas is Coming Dec 13 2020 Come together this Christmas with Peter Rabbit. A
perfect gift for all the family, this heart-warming book has a story and an activity to share, every day
throughout December. Peter Rabbit is very excited - it's nearly time for Christmas! He can't wait to eat
mince pies, decorate a tree and open all his presents. Join Peter and all his friends every day in
December as they count down to Christmas and have lots of fun adventures along the way. Featuring
24 brand new stories, inspired by Beatrix Potter's original tales, and an activity to enjoy every day of
Advent, this beautiful book makes the perfect Christmas gift and will become a festive tradition for
Peter Rabbit fans young and old.
Who are You, Sue Snue? Nov 23 2021 Of all the things that Sue Snue might decide to do she wants to
be herself and do what she wants to do.
The Best of Dr. Seuss May 06 2020 To accompany the release of the live action movie of The Cat in
the Hat, starring Mike Myers, HarperCollins are proud to present this bumper bind-up of three of Dr.
Suess's most popular books: The Cat in the Hat, The Cat in the Hat Comes Back and Dr. Seuss's ABC.
Dr. Seuss's 1 2 3 Mar 28 2022 An easy-to-read counting book, inspired by Dr. Seuss and illustrated
with artwork from his books! Count on Dr. Seuss to make learning numbers fun! This simple, rhymed
riff about counting is illustrated with art from some of the most beloved works by Dr. Seuss, including
One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish, Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You Are?, and Oh, the Thinks
You Can Think! Great for the earliest reader̶and beginning counter̶it's a perfect companion to Dr.
Seuss concept books like Mr. Brown Can Moo! Can You?, The Shape of Me and Other Stuff, and Dr.
Seuss's ABC. Nurture a love of numbers̶and of Dr. Seuss̶with this great new concept book for
beginning readers!
Rosita Cabeza de Margarita (Daisy-Head Mayzie Spanish Edition) May 30 2022 ¡Edición en rima del
fascinante álbum ilustrado de Dr. Seuss acerca de la individualidad y la autoaceptación! De la misma
alocada manera en que el Gato causa estragos en El Gato Ensombrerado, una florecita que brota en la
cabeza de una niña desata una serie de disparatadas reacciones en este clásico de Dr. Seuss. Ideal para
celebrar esas cualidades que nos hacen únicos, ¡este libro de tapa dura es un excelente regalo! Las
ediciones rimadas y en español de los clásicos de Dr. Seuss publicadas por Random House brindan la
maravillosa oportunidad de disfrutar de sus historias a más de treinta y ocho millones de personas
hispanohablantes en Estados Unidos. Los lectores podrán divertirse con las ediciones en español de
The Cat in the Hat (El Gato Ensombrerado); Green Eggs and Ham (Huevos verdes con jamón); One Fish
Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish (Un pez, dos peces, pez rojo, pez azul); The Lorax (El Lórax); Oh, the
Places You'll Go! (¡Oh, cuán lejos llegarás!); How the Grinch Stole Christmas! (¡Cómo el Grinch robó la
Navidad!), y Horton Hears a Who! (¡Horton escucha a Quién!). Ideal tanto para leer en casa como en la
escuela, estos libros han sido meticulosamente traducidos, respetando la rima, por autores y
traductores latinoamericanos, y supervisados por Teresa Mlawer, reconocida y galardonada traductora
durante más de cincuenta años. ¡Y no te pierdas las nuevas ediciones en español que se publicarán
todos los años! A rhymed Spanish edition of Dr. Seuss's charming picture book about individuality and
self-acceptance! In the same zany way that the Cat wreaks havoc in The Cat in the Hat, a small flower
that sprouts from the top of a young girl's head sets off a series of madcap reactions in this classic
picture book by Dr. Seuss. An ideal choice for celebrating those qualities that make each of us unique,
this unjacketed hardcover makes a great gift! Random House's rhymed Spanish-language editions of
classic Dr. Seuss books make the joyful experience of reading Dr. Seuss books available for the more

than 38 million people in the United States who speak Spanish. Readers can enjoy over 30 different
classic Dr. Seuss titles including The Cat in the Hat (El Gato Ensombrerado); Green Eggs and Ham
(Huevos verdes con jamón); One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish (Un pez dos peces pez rojo pez azul);
The Lorax (El Lórax); Oh, the Places You'll Go! (¡Oh, cuán lejos llegarás!); How the Grinch Stole
Christmas! (¡Cómo el Grinch robó la Navidad!); and Horton Hears a Who! (¡Horton escucha a Quién!).
Perfect for home and classroom use, they are meticulously translated in rhyme by native Latin
American Spanish speakers overseen by award-winning translator Teresa Mlawer. Look for new
translations to be made available every year!
Dr. Seuss Nov 11 2020 Philip Nel takes a fascinating look into the key aspects of Seuss's career - his
poetry, politics, art, marketing, and place in the popular imagination." "Nel argues convincingly that
Dr. Seuss is one of the most influential poets in America. His nonsense verse, like that of Lewis Carroll
and Edward Lear, has changed language itself, giving us new words like "nerd." And Seuss's famously
loopy artistic style - what Nel terms an "energetic cartoon surrealism" - has been equally important,
inspiring artists like filmmaker Tim Burton and illustrator Lane Smith. --from back cover
Gerald McBoing Boing Jun 30 2022 A classic Dr. Seuss story about a boy who s a little
different̶now available in a larger size! Based on the 1951 Academy Award‒winning animated
cartoon written by Dr. Seuss, this sturdy hardcover edition of Gerald McBoing Boing̶with vintage
graphic-style illustrations by Mel Crawford̶is now available in the same size as other large Seuss
classics! Gerald is a small boy who speaks in BIG sounds instead of words. (Think HONK!
BOING
BOING! and CLANG CLANG CLANG! ) Unhappy at home and in school, he feels alone in the
world until he is discovered by the owner of a radio station in search of sound effects! An ideal choice
for celebrating the quirks that make each of us unique, Gerald is a funny and lively read-aloud, perfect
for sparking discussion. It s a great gift for birthdays, holidays, and happy occasions of all kinds!
Dr. Seuss's Ultimate Horton Collection Apr 16 2021 A boxed set of all three Horton the Elephant
stories! Here in one sturdy slipcased set is the complete collection of all three books featuring Horton
the Elephant--one of the most beloved Dr. Seuss characters and honorable heroes in children's
literature! Includes the very first Horton story, Horton Hatches the Egg, in which lazy bird Mayzie
takes advantage of the elephant's good nature when she leaves him to watch her unhatched egg; the
comical classic Horton Hears a Who!, in which we discover that "a person's a person, no matter how
small"; and Horton and the Kwuggerbug and More Lost Stories, a collection of four magazine stories
written by Dr. Seuss in the 1950s, including the title story, in which Horton makes a deal with an
unscrupulous Kwuggerbug (who gets his comeuppance in the end). These stories entertain and inspire
young readers while extolling the virtues and rewards of patience and loyalty. An ideal gift for
birthdays, holidays, and happy occasions of all kinds, this is a collection the whole family will enjoy.
The Assassination Option Jan 26 2022 From the #1 New York Times‒ and Wall Street
Journal‒bestselling author comes the dramatic second adventure in the brand-new Clandestine
Operations series about the Cold War, the fledgling Central Intelligence Agency̶and a new breed of
warrior. In Top Secret, W.E.B. Griffin introduced a remarkable new cast of heroes as they found
themselves on the front lines of an entirely different kind of war. Now, these men and women are
going to find out what they ve really gotten themselves into. James Cronley thought he had done
well̶he didn t know he d done this well. His first successful mission for the about-to-be-official
new Central Intelligence Directorate has drawn all kinds of attention, some welcome, some not. On the
plus side, he s now a captain; promoted to Chief, DCI, Europe; and in charge of a top secret spy
operation. On the minus side, a lot of people would like to know about that operation, including not
only the Soviets, but his own Pentagon, as well as a seething J. Edgar Hoover. Cronley knows that if
just one thing goes wrong, he s likely to get thrown to the wolves. As if that weren t enough
pressure, complications are springing up on all sides. He s discovered a surprising alliance between
the former German intelligence chief and, of all things, the Mossad. A German family that Cronley
never knew he had has suddenly, and suspiciously, emerged. And he s due for a rendezvous with an
undercover agent against the Soviets known only as Seven K. It s when he meets Seven K that he

gets the real surprise.
Horton and the Kwuggerbug and More Lost Stories Jan 14 2021 A follow-up to The Bippolo Seed and
Other Lost Stories by Dr. Seuss! A new Dr. Seuss book! This follow-up to The Bippolo Seed and Other
Lost Stories features familiar Seussian faces and places̶including Horton the Elephant, Marco,
Mulberry Street, and a Grinch̶as well as an introduction by renowned Seuss scholar Charles D.
Cohen. Seuss fans will learn more about Horton s integrity, Marco s amazing imagination, a
narrowly avoided disaster on Mullbery Street, and a devious Grinch. With a color palette enhanced
beyond that of the magazines in which the stories originally appeared, this new volume of lost
tales is a perfect gift for young readers and a must-have for Seuss collectors of all ages!
Daisy-Head Mayzie Oct 03 2022 When a daisy suddenly sprouts from the top of Mayzie McGrew's
head, she is faced with her classmates' taunts, her parents' dismay, and a publicity agent's greed. How
poor Mayzie learns that love is more important than fame and fortune makes an endearing morality
tale for our time--and for all ages. Narrated by the Cat in the Hat, Daisy-Head Mayzie is vintage Seuss!
Inside Your Outside Jan 02 2020 Journey through the fascinating world of the body with everyone's
favorite Cat in the Hat! The Cat in the Hat's Learning Library is a nonfiction picture book series that
introduces beginning readers ages 5-8 to important basic concepts. Join the Cat in the Hat, Sally and
Dick for a ride through the human body where they visit the right and left sides of the brain, meet the
Feletons from far off Fadin (when they stand in the sun you can see through their skin), scuba dive
through the blood system, follow food and water through the digestive tract, and a whole lot more!
Perfect for readers who are curious about the body and for any kid who loves learning and science.
Featuring beloved characters from Dr. Seuss's The Cat in the Hat, the Learning Library are unjacketed
hardcover picture books that explore a range of nonfiction topics about the world we live in and
include an index, glossary, and suggestions for further reading.
The Big Orange Book of Beginner Books Jun 06 2020 Find your next favorite Beginner Book in this
supersized story collection from Dr. Seuss! The only thing better than a Dr. Seuss book is six of them
in one! The easy words, engaging rhymes, and bright art in this collection can turn any kid into a
reader. All in on one colorful, sturdy hardcover package, the stories featured include The Shape of Me
and Other Stuff; Marvin K. Mooney Will You Please Go Now!; Ten Apples Up On Top (illustrated by
Roy McKie), In a People House (illustrated by Roy McKie); Hooper Humperdink...? Not Him! (illustrated
by Scott Nash); and Because a Little Bug Went Ka-Choo! (illustrated by Michael Frith). Ideal for
starting a child's library, this collection will whet young readers appetites for additional books in the
Beginner Book series--and help nourish a lifelong love of reading! Originally created by Dr. Seuss
himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read. These unjacketed hardcover early readers
encourage children to read all on their own, using simple words and illustrations. Smaller than the
classic large format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and Oh, The Places You ll Go!, these portable
packages are perfect for practicing readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents too!
The Pop-up Mice of Mr Brice Apr 04 2020 This pop-up book features the amazing mice of Mr Brice,
and is intended to educate as well as to entertain.
Daisy-Head Mayzie Nov 04 2022 When Mayzie sprouts a daisy, her world is soon turned upside
down in this hilarious rhyming Dr. Seuss classic! Poor Mayzie - she's sprouted a daisy! Neither doctors
nor florists can help... and when the daisy starts to wilt, so does Mayzie! Will Mayzie and her family
learn to love her new floral friend? Or is it a case of they-love-you-not? Only the daisy can tell... With
his unique combination of hilarious stories, zany pictures and riotous rhymes, Dr. Seuss has been
delighting young children and helping them learn to read for over fifty years. Creator of the
wonderfully anarchic Cat in the Hat, and ranking among the UK's top ten favourite children's authors,
Seuss is firmly established as a global best-seller, with over 600 million books sold worldwide. As part
of a major rebrand programme, HarperCollins is relaunching Dr. Seuss's bestselling books, including
such perennial favourites as The Cat in the Hat, Green Eggs and Ham and Fox in Socks. In response to
consumer demand, the bright new cover designs incorporate much needed guidance on reading levels,
with the standard paperbacks divided into three reading strands - Blue Back Books for parents to

share with young children, Green Back Books for budding readers to tackle on their own, and Yellow
Back Books for older, more fluent readers to enjoy. Daisy-Head Mayzie belongs to the Yellow Back
Book range.
Thidwick the Big-Hearted Moose Jun 18 2021
There's a Zamp in My Lamp! Aug 09 2020 In Dr. Seuss tradition, another bright and colourful
rhyming story to amuse children and adults alike.
Wet Pet, Dry Pet, Your Pet, My Pet! Mar 16 2021 A book of pettable pets! This touch-and-feel book
with fur, flaps, feathers, slide tabs and cardboard rings to ring Dr. Seuss's adorable antlered Gack, lets
babies and toddlers play with the most imaginative pets of all! 1 yr+
Hooray for Diffendoofer Day! Sep 02 2022 Started by Dr. Seuss, finished by Jack Prelutsky, and
illustrated by Lane Smith, Hooray for Diffendoofer Day! is a joyous ode to individuality starring
unsinkable teacher Miss Bonkers and the quirky Diffendoofer School (which must prove it has taught
its students how to think--or have them sent to dreary Flobbertown). Included is an introduction by Dr.
Seuss's longtime editor explaining how the book came to be and reproductions of Dr. Seuss's original
pencil sketches and hand-printed notes for the book̶a true find for all Seuss collectors! Jack
Prelutsky and Lane Smith pay homage to the Good Doctor in their own distinctive ways, the result of
which is the union of three one-of-a-kind voices in a brand-new, completely original book that is
greater than the sum of its parts. For all of us who will never forget our school days and that special
teacher, here is a book to give and to get.
Dr. Seuss's You Are Kind Dec 01 2019 Say thank you to someone special with this gift book featuring
art from Dr. Seuss! Includes unrhymed lines about kindness and makes an ideal choice instead of a
card--the perfect back-to-school gift for students and teachers! From Horton the Elephant̶who
taught us that "a person's a person, no matter how small"̶comes this sweet, small hardcover book of
simple, unrhymed observations about the qualities of kindness. Illustrated with full-color art by Dr.
Seuss from the books Horton Hears a Who!, Horton Hatches the Egg, and the story "Horton and the
Kwuggerbug," it s great for thanking and inspiring people of all ages. Children, parents,
grandparents, neighbors, teachers, caregivers, coworkers̶you can give one to anyone and everyone
who is kind!
Dr. Seuss's Every Voice Counts! Oct 23 2021 Encourage someone to speak up for their beliefs with
this small, hardcover giftbook featuring art by Dr. Seuss! An ideal choice instead of a greeting card, it
includes unrhymed lines about using your voice to advocate for change! Just as Horton the Elephant
urged the Whos to raise their voices and save their world, this humorous giftbook urges readers to
speak up and make the world a better place. Illustrated throughout with classic artwork from the
books The Lorax, Horton Hatches the Egg, Horton Hears a Who!, and many others, the unrhymed text
gently reminds readers of all ages that every voice counts, and that many voices combined together
have the power to create change. It's the perfect small gift for encouraging an interest in advocacy,
government, teaching, environmentalism, or just standing up for what you think is right.
How the Grinch Stole Christmas Feb 24 2022 Grow your heart three sizes and get in on all of the
Grinch-mas cheer with this Christmas classic--the ultimate Dr. Seuss holiday book that no collection is
complete without! Every Who down in Who-ville liked Christmas a lot . . . but the Grinch, who lived
just north of Who-ville, did NOT! Not since "'Twas the night before Christmas" has the beginning of a
Christmas tale been so instantly recognizable. This heartwarming story about the effects of the
Christmas spirit will grow even the coldest and smallest of hearts. Like mistletoe, candy canes, and
caroling, the Grinch is a mainstay of the holidays, and his story is the perfect gift for readers young
and old. "Irrepressible and irresistible." --Kirkus Reviews
Because a Little Bug Went Ka-choo! Apr 28 2022 This title belongs to the highly acclaimed Beginner
Book series developed by Dr. Seuss, in which the essential ingredients of rhyme, rhythm and repetition
are combined with zany artwork and off-the-wall humour to create a range of books that will
encourage even the most reluctant child to learn to read. Originally published under the pseudonym of
Rosetta Stone, Because A Little Bug Went Ka-Choo is being relaunched with a stylish new cover design

which reveals, for the first time, the true identity of the author - Dr. Seuss himself
A Classic Treasury Jun 26 2019 A collection of some of Dr. Seuss's best stories.
Dr. Seuss's Sleep Book Oct 30 2019 Catch a case of the yawns with Dr. Seuss in this classic rhyming
picture book. Bedtime has never been more fun! A yawn is quite catching, you see. Like a cough. It just
takes one yawn to start other yawns off. Dr. Seuss spins a sleep-tastic tale about a very small bug and
a very big yawn that spreads and spreads. Meanwhile, the Audio-Telly-o-Tally-o Count adds up every
sleeping creature from the country of Keck to the Castle of Krupp. First one, then seven, all the way to
the billions and zillions, the Who s-Asleep-Count just keeps growing and growing! This book is a
perfect bedtime story that will have the most reluctant readers laughing, and the most reluctant
sleepers snoring! Ninety-nine zillion, nine trillion and two Creatures are sleeping! So...How about you?
Dr. Seuss's Horse Museum Sep 21 2021 This #1 New York Times bestseller is the perfect gift for the
young artist in your life! A never-before-published Dr. Seuss non-fiction book about creating and
looking at art! Based on an unrhymed manuscript and sketches discovered in 2013, this book is like a
visit to a museum̶with a horse as your guide! Explore how different artists have seen horses, and
maybe even find a new way of looking at them yourself. Discover full-color photographic art
reproductions of pieces by Picasso, George Stubbs, Rosa Bonheur, Alexander Calder, Jacob Lawrence,
Deborah Butterfield, Franz Marc, Jackson Pollock, and many others̶all of which feature a horse!
Young readers will find themselves delightfully transported by the engaging equines as they learn
about the creative process and how to see art in new ways. Taking inspiration from Dr. Seuss s
original sketches, acclaimed illustrator Andrew Joyner has created a look that is both subtly Seussian
and wholly his own. His whimsical illustrations are combined throughout with real-life art. Cameo
appearances by classic Dr. Seuss characters (among them the Cat in the Hat, the Grinch, and Horton
the Elephant) make Dr. Seuss s Horse Museum a playful picture book that is totally unique. Ideal for
home or classroom use, it encourages critical thinking and makes a great gift for Seuss fans, artists,
and horse lovers of all ages. Publisher s Notes discuss the discovery of the manuscript and sketches,
Dr. Seuss s interest in understanding modern art, the process of creating the book, and information
about each of the artists and art reproductions in the book.
Subject to Debate Sep 09 2020 Subject to Debate, Katha Pollitt's column in The Nation, has offered
readers clear-eyed yet provocative observations on women, politics, and culture for more than seven
years. Bringing together eighty-eight of her most astute essays on hot-button topics like abortion,
affirmative action, and school vouchers, this selection displays the full range of her indefatigable wit
and brilliance. Her stirring new Introduction offers a seasoned critique of feminism at the millennium
and is a clarion call for renewed activism against social injustice.
My, Oh My--A Butterfly! Sep 29 2019 With a little help from the Cat in the Hat, Sally and Dick
observe a small miracle in their own backyard̶the metamorphosis of an egg into a caterpillar into a
chrysalis into a bright new butterfly! Along the way, beginning readers will find out how butterflies
see thousands of images at once, drink nectar from flowers, avoid predators, and can be identified by
size, shape, and color. Readers will also follow the amazing migration of millions of monarchs.
The Bippolo Seed and Other Lost Stories: Read & Listen Edition Aug 01 2022 What s better than a
lost treasure? Seven lost treasures! These rarely seen Dr. Seuss stories were published in magazines in
the early 1950s and are finally available in book form. They include The Bippolo Seed (in which a
scheming feline leads a duck toward a bad decision), The Rabbit, the Bear, and the ZinnigaZanniga (about a rabbit who is saved from a bear by a single eyelash), Gustav, the Goldfish (an
early rhymed version of the Beginner Book A Fish Out of Water), Tadd and Todd (about a twin
who is striving to be an individual), Steak for Supper (in which fantastic creatures follow a boy
home in anticipation of a steak dinner), The Strange Shirt Spot (the inspiration for the bathtubring scene in The Cat in the Hat Comes Back), and The Great Henry McBride (about a boy whose
far-flung career fantasies are bested only by those of Dr. Seuss himself). An introduction by Seuss
scholar Charles D. Cohen traces the history of the stories, which demonstrate an intentional move
toward the writing style we now associate with Dr. Seuss. Cohen also explores the themes that recur in

well-known Seuss stories (like the importance of the imagination or the perils of greed). With a color
palette enhanced beyond the limitations of the original magazines, this is a collection that no Seuss fan
(whether scholar or second grader) will want to miss. This Read & Listen edition contains audio
narration.
Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You Are? Read & Listen Edition Feb 01 2020 Dr. Seuss s
irrepressible optimism is front and center in Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You Are? When you
think things are bad, when you feel sour and blue, when you start to get mad . . .you should do what I
do! So begins the terrific advice of the wise old man in the Desert of Drize. This classic book
provides the perfect antidote for readers of all ages who are feeling a bit down in the dumps. Thanks
to Dr. Seuss s trademark rhymes and signature illustrations, readers will, without a doubt, realize just
how lucky they truly are. This Read & Listen edition contains audio narration.
Oh, the Places You'll Go! Lenticular Edition May 18 2021 With a 3D lenticular cover, Dr. Seuss's
wonderfully wise send-off for grads or anyone moving from one phase of life to another now
LITERALLY moves! This eye-catching edition of Dr. Seuss's wonderfully wise tale about facing life's
ups and downs features a huge lenticular 3D inset on the cover that when tilted, shows the main
character flying off into the sky in a balloon! Whether in the hands of a child, or artfully displayed on
a coffee table, this very special edition of Oh, the Places You'll Go! makes an idea gift for anyone
starting a new phase in their life--whether nursery school, high school, or college graduations;
weddings; or retirement!
Hark! A Shark! Aug 28 2019 Learn about sharks with everyone's favorite Cat in the Hat! The Cat in
the Hat dives deep in this fascinating exploration of the world of sharks. Learn about the different
types of sharks, how we study them, and why they aren't so scary after all. Perfect for kids who love
sharks and Dr. Seuss alike, and for any kid who loves learning and science. The Cat in the Hat's
Learning Library is a nonfiction, unjacketed hardcover series that introduces beginning readers ages
5-8 to important basic concepts. Featuring beloved characters from Dr. Seuss's The Cat in the Hat, the
Learning Library titles explore a range of topics about the world we live in and include an index,
glossary, and suggestions for further reading. Pretty much all the stuff you need to know is in Dr.
Seuss. ‒President Barack Obama
Horton Hatches the Egg Jul 20 2021 The Dr. Seuss classic that first introduced Horton the Elephant!
Beloved by generations for his kindness and loyalty, Horton the Elephant is one of the most iconic and
honorable characters in children's literature̶as well as the star of two books and a short story by Dr.
Seuss (Horton Hatches the Egg, Horton Hears a Who!, and "Horton and the Kwuggerbug.") In this
book̶the comic classic in which Horton utters the line "I meant what I said, and I said what I meant. .
. . An elephant's faithful, one hundred per cent!"̶we see his integrity rewarded with a surprise ending
that will delight readers of all ages. Told with Dr. Seuss's signature rhymes and trademark illustrations,
this is a tale that will be enjoyed over and over, by reader and listener alike. It makes a perfect gift for
birthdays and holidays, and is ideal for sparking discussions about kindness, values, and loyalty.
The 500 Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins Mar 04 2020 As topical today as when it was first published
in 1938, this book tells of Bartholomew Cubbins (from Caldecott Honor winner Bartholomew and the
Oobleck) and his unjust treatment at the hands of King Derwin. Each time Bartholomew attempts to
obey the king s order to take off his hat, he finds there is another hat on his head. Soon it is
Bartholomew s head that is in danger . . . of being chopped off! While The 500 Hats is one of Dr.
Seuss s earliest works, it is nevertheless totally Seussian, addressing subjects that we know the good
doctor was passionate about: abuse of power (as in Yertle the Turtle), rivalry (as in The Sneetches),
and of course, zany good humor!
Dr. Seuss's Book of Colors Jul 08 2020 An easy-to-read book about color, inspired by Dr. Seuss and
illustrated with artwork from his books! This simple rhymed riff about color is illustrated with art
from some of the most beloved̶and colorful̶works by Dr. Seuss, including The Cat in the Hat, Green
Eggs and Ham, and One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish. Great for the earliest reader, it is a perfect
companion to Dr. Seuss concept books like Mr. Brown Can Moo! Can You?, The Shape of Me and

Other Stuff, and Dr. Seuss's ABC. Nurture a love of reading̶and of the many colorful characters
created by Dr. Seuss̶with this great new concept book for beginning readers!
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